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DX Commander Signature 12.4 Antenna Kit User Guide Manual 

25 April 2022 Version 1.2 

BEFORE ASKING FOR SUPPORT PLEASE READ ALL OF THIS GUIDE 

OVERVIEW 

Congratulations of the purchase of your Signature 12.4. The basis of this antenna is that it has 7 wire 

elements, delivering all HF frequencies (excluding 160m and 60m) without the use of an ATU. It is 

designed for Amateur Radio use and tunes naturally from 80m up to 10m (including 11m CB band) 

and 6m (with a nudge of the radio’s ATU button). 

The elements are supported with a 12.4m telescopic pole (final length is relatively unimportant), 

guided by UHMWPE (plastic) plates. The ground radials are connected to the Ground Plate and the 

elements are connected to the Driven Plate. 

All elements are effectively ¼ wave in length with some caveats: 

• 80m is a loaded ¼ wave antenna with a coil of around 100 

turns located at around 8m (26 feet) up the pole. The 

placement of this coil determines the next harmonic. The 

higher up the pole the coil is, the lower the frequency of 

the harmonic. In our case, we have chosen to tune 30m 

band (10.1MHz), delivering an exceptional far-field plot. 

NOTE: For the reader’s interest, fitting the coil at around 

half-way up the pole with around 60 turns (tuning on 

80m), the resonant frequency of the next harmonic is 

14.6MHz. We can adjust this harmonic with the placement 

of the coil. We did consider tuning this for 20m and having 

a dedicated antenna for 30m, but hey – we didn’t! 

• 12m and 10m tune on a top loaded ¾ wave element, 

giving us close to 5/8 pattern. 

NOTE: It so happens that ¾ wave elements (or loaded 5/8 elements) give a superb match to 

50 ohms whilst at the same time delivering around 2dB of additional gain low to the horizon 

when measured against a ¼ wave (normally). At around 24MHz (with this antenna) we have 

harmonics from the low band elements (and the coil) trying to interfere with the tune of the 

12m and 10m ¼ wave elements. By making our 12m and 10m elements into loaded ¾ wave 

elements, we eliminate that problem, masking the low-band harmonics so we can tune 12m 

and 10m exactly where we need them to be whilst also getting an excellent far-field pattern. 

This antenna is designed for permanent mounting, clear of people and other obstructions. It is 

designed for guying. 3 x 10m (30 feet) paracord guy wire is supplied. 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY WARNING 

DX Commander antenna kits are designed for hobby radio amateurs who pass exams where health 

and safety is included in the syllabus. Please be careful in your handling, erection and general usage 

of any DX Commander parts so that yourself, property or a third party in the vicinity of your antenna 

experiments remain safe. Note also that engineered parts may have some sharp edges so be careful 

before handling roughly with bare hands and smooth with emery paper where necessary. 

 

IN THE BOX 

The antenna kit is supplied in two boxes.  

Box 1 

• Signature 12.4m Pole 

NOTE: Each pole has been fully extended, tested, and adjusted by Loki and Callum at the DXC 

factory. If you see fingerprints, they are ours! 

Box 2 

• 3 x 100m reels (circa 1,000 feet) DX10 Antenna Wire 

• 2 x large 5251 Aluminium plates (Ground and Driven) 

• 5 x UHMWPE Spreader / Guy plates 

• SO239 Assembly with flying lead and fork connector attached 

• Stainless nuts, bolts & washers 

• Fork connectors 

• Paracord 

• Marine (Marlow) Shock Cord  

• Stainless hose-clamp based stay-up kit with tubing 

• Reel of 3M Temflex tape 

• 2 x releasable cable ties (one is spare) 

• Sections of marine glue lined heat shrink 

 

TIME ALLOWED 

The author recommends you set aside three half-days – or a weekend for this build. Split the 

build four major parts: 

1. Building up the pole with plates and clamps – and erect for testing 

2. Cutting your radials & elements (and installing elements on the pole) 

3. Laying your radials down 

4. Testing and final tuning 
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ASSEMBLY 

 

TELESCOPIC POLE 

The pole is a 12-section fiberglass system with a screw cap at the base. 

Remove any packaging and lay the pole across some garden chairs or work-horses. 

Carefully pull out each section and firmly lock into place with a very mild tug-and-twist action. 

Ensure that extended sections are between 95cm and 102cm (first 9-sections) and around 102cm 

and 106cm for the top three sections. The final length should be in the range of 12.3 and 12.4m long. 

NOTE: The lower, fatter sections can sometime need some effort to extend fully however in 

the event you pull out a section and you observe some unpainted fiberglass, do not worry. 

Just insert the pole back a tiny amount. You will be permanently fixing these joins later in the 

build. We have personally extended every pole at the DX Commander factory and your pole is 

within spec.  

 

ALUMINIUM PLATES 

Fit your SO239 Assembly to the ground plate and tighten the securing nut. 

NOTE: You do not need the SO239 ground washer (if supplied). That may be discarded 

Unscrew bottom cap and fit the Ground Plate with the tab facing up the pole. Screw base cap back 

on.  

NOTE: Before you install the aluminium plates, it is easier to fit all the supplied bolts, washers 

and wingnuts to the aluminium plates (with the thread facing upwards). 

Driven Plate: Slip the driven plate over the top of the 

pole, all the way to the bottom where it should sit 

snugly just above the plastic housing. We will fit a hose 

clamp here later in these instructions. Connect SO239 to 

Driven Plate. 

NOTE: Driven Plate might be an extremely snug 

fit (by design). You may wish to file or use some 

emery paper / sandpaper to smooth the inside 

of the plate to aid fitting. 

 

UHMWPE (plastic) guide Plates 

There are 5 plastic plates. Three larger and 2 smaller. All have a different inside diameter hole. The 

plate with the largest inside hole slips over the pole first, and the plate with the smallest hole goes 

last. You will slide these into place so that each plate fits on every OTHER section, starting at the top 

of the second section from the largest diameter (bottom) section.  

NOTE: These UHMWPE plates should be a snug fit, do not locate them right at the base of 

the section joins (yet). We will be fitting 3M Teflex tape and hose-clamps before we push the 

plates into place. However, we do need to fit the plates first due to diameter tolerances. 
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3M TEMFLEX TAPE 

Once your plates are located near the base of the relevant section and with the join between each 

section visible by around 25mm / 1-inch, apply five or six wraps of the 3M Temflex tape (supplied) 

around each and every join in a “helter-skelter” manner. Use additional turns for the three top 

sections - and ensure they are wound on tightly. To clarify, cover an area twice that of the width of 

the tape concentrating on the join itself and that above. 

STAY UP KIT 

You will find 9 large hose-clamps in the accessories kit of 5 different sizes. All these clamps need to 

be completely unscrewed.  

NOTE: A straight regular screwdriver works best but you may use a cross headed driver too.  

1.2m (4 feet) of aquarium tube is also supplied. We will thread this tubing over each hose clamp. 

Cut the tubing 

Starting at just above the Driven Plate, measure a piece of tubing by wrapping the tube around the 

pole and cutting exactly one length of the circumference (see picture below as example).  

Cut a notch in the tubing to allow for the hose clamp screw-assembly to be exposed. 

Flatten out the hose clamp and insert through the tubing, nesting the screw assembly within the 

notch.  

Bend the first large hose clamp back into a circle shape and fit over the pole just above the driven 

plate. Before tightening, nestle the clamp above the Driven Plate, pushing down on the plate and the 

clamp as you tighten the clamp up. This will keep the driven plate secure 

NOTE: Bending the very end of the hose clamp slightly inwards can assist when feeding the 

tail of the clamp back into the worm-screw mechanism. 

Repeat for all hose clamps, using the largest hose-clamps for the bottom and the smallest hose-

clamps further up the pole. Stop when you run out which will be the 9th join. 

NOTE: Remember, clamps go just ABOVE each join AND use Temflex tape (shown without for clarity) 

 

Once you have used up all the hose clamps and tubing, the final clamping arrangement will be made 

with ONE of the releasable cable ties for the next section (you should also have one spare). 

Ensure you have plenty of tape around the join (and above it) and use a reverse twisting action with 

some pliers to force the cable tie tightly backwards and ensure you get a firm click. 
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NOTE: Do not cut this zip tie completely off yet. Cut but 

leave at least 25mm / 1-inch of spare end.  

At the end of the build, we will revisit this cable tie and 

see if we can tighten again. For now, we suggest you let 

this cable tie “settle” overnight. 

Your support pole is now complete, all that remains is to snugly 

push each nylon plate down so that they now fit just above 

each clamp / join. If you find some plates are extremely snug, 

just rotate the plate whilst pushing down until they can’t move 

any further. No need to use excessive force. 

NOTE: Make sure the hole for the 80m element is in line with the hole on the Driven Plate all 

the way up the pole - for each plate. 

 

TESTING YOUR ANTENNA POLE 

Once you have all the clamps and plates installed, we recommend that you test your pole out so that 

you may gain experience in how the pole flexes and handles at your location. 

Chose a central spot at your location for the base of the pole, making sure you are aware of any 

obstructions, electrical wires and considering any health and safety you may need to be aware of. 

TIP: Clear the area of pets - and people who are not directly helping you. 

Mark your chosen spot and place guy stakes at 120 degrees apart at 4.5m (15 feet) away from this 

spot. 

Lay the pole down with the centre of the pole at the chosen spot facing AWAY from one of the guy 

stakes. We will call this guy stake (the one facing away from you) the “1st” guy and the remainder 

guy stakes (and guy wires) 2nd and 3rd guys. 

For testing purposes, attach the three supplied guy wires to the THIRD spreader plate using the 

larger holes on the spreader plate. I use a bowline knot here. YouTube has plenty of examples of 

how to tie this knot.  

Lay out the guy wires carefully and drape the 2nd and 3rd guys around your guy stakes opposite your 

1st stake. The 1st guy wire should come back down the pole, freely towards the centre spot. 

Make sure your guy wires are free to move around your 2nd and 3rd guy stakes as you erect the pole 

but on the other hand, do not snag.  

Have an assistant hold the pole on the spot, and starting from half-way down the pole, lift the pole 

up. The centre of gravity is half-way down the fourth largest section towards the bottom. 

TIP: You can make a pseudo hinge for tilting purposes out of any small diameter round pole 

(or tube) up to 50mm / 2-inches in diameter in either wood or metal and around 30cm / 12-

inches long is ideal). Attach a small section of strong cord to the base of this tubing by drilling 

a through-hole near the end. Insert your cord and tie off a stopper knot. 

Unscrew the base of the Signature pole and remove the bottom rubber bung and screw the 

base back on. Insert the tube you have made (the end opposite the hole you drilled) into the 
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Signature pole. Guy this tube opposite guy #1 (towards the direction of the pole which is 

laying down) not more than 30cm / 12-inches away from your target spot opposite guy #1. 

Now when you attempt to lift your completed antenna up, push away from this 

“stabilisation” guy the end of the pole should not lift up in the air more than a few cm / 

inches until the centre of gravity pushes it back down to the earth. 

Raise up the telescopic pole vertically (look behind you once or twice to make sure that guys #2 and 

#3 are not catching on anything). And then lay back down – taking note of where the guy wires 

stopped being dragged past the 2nd and 3rd guy stakes. 

Make a temporary connection to the 2nd and 3rd guy stakes and repeat the erection again. 

One you have a near-enough vertical system, you can make the final connection to the 1st guy stake 

and make appropriate adjustments to all three guy lines. 

Now release the 1st guy stake and lay the pole back on the work-horses ready for radials and 

element installation. 

 

RADIALS 

In total, the elements will use up around 60m (200 feet) of wire. We therefore recommend that 

initially, you RESERVE one reel of wire for elements and use the remainder of the wire for radials. 

With the two spare reels of wire, make up your radials according to ANY LENGTH that fits your 

location. This means some can be smaller and some can be longer. It really doesn’t matter. 

Suggest fitting 4 radials per fork connector.  

On average with 200m of wire, here are some examples: 

Number Radials Length (m) Number Forks 

9 22.2 3 

16 12.5 4 

20 10.0 5 

24 8.3 6 

28 7.1 7 

32 6.3 8 
 

This is really up to you. Aim for more shorter radials rather than less longer ones. 

Assuming you use up both reels of wire, you will still have around 40m left over on the 3rd reel of 

wire after you have prepared your elements - so later, you will be able to add say a further 4 radials 

at 10m long each afterwards (or 8 radials at 5m long etc). 

TIP: The author suggests a good compromise would be 24 radials at 8.3m long on 6 fork 

connectors. Then once complete, add at a later date, a further 4 radials at 10m long (or 8 at 

5m long). That would be 3-wavelengths of radials on 80m band and 6 wavelengths on 40m 

(that’s 12-wavelengths on 20m – equivalent of 48 x ¼ wave radials). 

Cut all your radials to your chosen cut chart and in bunches of four, trim approximately 25mm (1 

inch) of insulation from each radial. Twist these 4 bare copper strands together and then slip over 

around 25mm (1-inch) of glue lined heat shrink. 
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Place your twisted together radials inside the barrel of a fork connector and crimp. 

NOTE: We use a pair of regular, old side cutters to make a good, squashed connection here 

before soldering. 

Heat up the fork connector with your soldering iron by adding a small blob of solder here. Let cool 

for a few seconds and slip over the small section of glue lined heat shrink that you have already 

placed on this radial set. Place this right over the barrel of the connector and heat with gas hob / 

lighter or hot air gun. 

 

Construction of set of 4 x radials 

 

INSTALLING RADIALS 

Lay your radials out neatly on your ground, ideally in an equidistance pattern from your centre spot. 

For permanent installation, DX Commander recommends 50mm / 2-inch biodegradable ground pins 

which are often available from golf shops (also from the DX Commander Store), pinning the 

elements to soft ground every 1m-1.2m (3 to 4 feet). 

Wooden dowels or other lawn pins are available. In practice and with some care, children and pets 

can still play out immediately after installation. Radials may also be laid on concrete or hard surfaces 

with no ill effect. 

Consider that in time, you will wish to tilt your antenna over for tuning, maintenance or for storm 

protection. You can either: 

a) Leave some wiggle-room for your radials, near the base of the antenna, to allow for tilting 

over and the disturbance that will have at the base of the antenna - and the potential for the 

radials to be pulled out the ground or 

b) Remember to disconnect the radials before tilting over (probably easiest) 
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MAKING ELEMENTS 

With the support pole and radials successfully made up, we can start on the elements. 

NOTE: The laws of physics don’t change from one location to another. Feel free to have the 

confidence to cut your elements precisely to this cut chart. Adding additional length to your 

element will just give you more tuning work later. And in any case, it is extremely easy to add 

a small length. 

You will cut your element Lengths to the following dimensions:  

 

NOTE: both 10m and 12m are running pseudo 5/8 elements – so they look long 

BAND CUT LENGTH (m) FOLDBACK (cm) FINAL LENGTH (m) 

10 8.40 140 7.00 

12 8.31 36 7.95 

15 3.29 6 3.23 

17 3.90 6 3.84 

20 4.95 6 4.89 

40 9.48 6 9.42 

80/30 22.50 - - 
 

 

NOTE Labelling your elements. The author happens to know the 

order of the colours (colors) of the rainbow; red, orange, yellow, 

green, blue etc off by heart so I identify 10m with red, 12m with 

orange with so on. I bought a multi-coloured 3M Temflex pack and 

simply labelled my elements with a small “flash” of tape about 

120mm (6-inches) from the Driven Plate - and also half-way up 

each element for easy identification.  

Alternatively, you can buy small “number cubes” that children 

might make up for bracelets. These are literally pennies on 

Amazon / eBay etc and make your installation look great. 

• PLEASE mark your elements else you will get confused in the field 

 

TIP: Converting from scientific metric lengths to imperial feet & inches: Suggest you use 

google phrases like “convert 8.4m to feet and inches”. Alternatively, as a hobby scientist, 

perhaps invest in a dual imperial / metric tape measure. 
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ELEMENT FOLDBACKS 

You will notice in the cut chart that we fold some of 

our elements over by 6cm (2 ¼ inches). We do this 

for the 40m, 20m, 17m and 15m elements. Do that 

now and secure the folded over loop with some 

Temflex tape. We will remove this tape after any fine 

tuning and replace with glue-lined heat shrink 

afterwards, in the field. 

When you make your loop, leave 15mm (¾ inch) 

“hole” at the top of each loop to allow us to push a 

shock cord knot through in the field. 

You can also make the foldover now for 12m (36cm) 

and 10m (1.4m). Securing the spare wire with tape 

back down the element every 30cm / 12-inches or so. 

Again, we can replace with glue-lined heat shrink in 

the field one you are comfortable with the tune. 

80m does not require any fold-over preparation (yet). 

 

INSTALLING FORK CONNECTORS TO ELEMENTS 

Each element will require a fork connector at the base (similar to how the radials are connected). 

Cut 20mm (3/4 inch) of glue lined heat shrink and slip that over the element. 

Trim 12mm (½ inch) of insulation from each element. Twist and bend over each trimmed end (just to 

pad it out a tiny bit) and place inside the barrel of a fork connector and crimp. 

NOTE: We use a pair of regular, old side cutters to make a good squashed connection here 

before soldering. 

Heat up the fork connector with your soldering iron by adding a small blob of solder here. Let cool 

for a few seconds and slip over the small section of glue lined heat shrink that you have already 

placed on the element. Place this right over the barrel of the connector and heat with gas hob / 

lighter or hot air gun. 

NOTE: Don’t worry if you have not got a soldering iron, crimping this hard is normally suffice 

and the glue lined heat shrink will keep out moisture / corrosion. 

 

SHOCK CORD 

All elements are secured with shock cord between the end of the element and the next available 

plastic spreader. We use 4mm (marine) Marlow shock cord which stretches to 200% length. In real-

world use for our purposes, we are aiming for a stretch of around 175% which holds our elements 

just tight enough. 

NOTE: It is important you understand a simple stopper knot, sometimes called a double-

overhand knot. Please practice on a small piece of shock cord before proceeding. 

TIP: If you don’t over-tighten these knots initially, you can easily undo them. 

15mm / ¾ inch loop before Heat Shrink Applied 
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Evolution of a Stopper knot 

 

Some people prefer a figure-of-eight knot however the knot shown is preferable because it makes a 

better “lump” and in practice holds the element very well. 

TIP: A double over-hand knot is just a regular knot with one extra loop-through. 

 

INSTALLING ELEMENTS 

Before you check ANY tuning, you MUST install every element since they affect each other. Small 

increments of tune will have no effect on another element – but if the element is missing, you can 

accidentally tune up to 200-300kHz out. 

Element placement 

• 40 (the first element, to the left of the SO239) 

• 10 (middle left in picture) 

• 15 (top left [hidden] in picture) 

• 17 (top right in picture) 

• 12 (middle right in picture) 

• 20 (the last element, to the right of the SO239) 

• 80m is in the middle opposite SO239 connector 

(hidden in this picture) 

40m 

Starting with the 40m element and looking down on the Driven plate, with the SO239 nut facing you 

connect the fork connector to the wingnut immediately to the left of the SO239 and tighten. 

TIP: Make sure all your spreader plates have the 80m hole in exactly the right place all the 

way up the pole. You can rotate them now so that your guy holes are also match. 

Thread the element up the matching holes in each spreader. After the 4th spreader, you will come to 

the end of the 40m element. 

Element Tension 

Take one of the bundles of 4mm shock cord (two are supplied) and thread one end through the 

correct hole on top of the 5th spreader plate and pull it down towards the 40m element loop. Thread 

the shock cord through the loop in the 40m element. Create a stopper knot here. 
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Now start to tension the 40m shock cord from above the 5th spreader, tensioning at about 50% 

tension (temporarily). Tie off with a stopper knot and cut the shock cord (side cutters work well). 

TIP: Once the whole system is checked for a perfect tune, we can re-tension the shock cord 

tighter. However right now, don’t over tension the cord. Just enough so the element is stable. 

 

20m, 17m, 15m, 12m & 10m 

Continue with the remainder of the elements and ensure that they all have some tension, 

connecting each element at the next available Spreader plate. 

NOTE: Remember, do not over-tension your elements (yet) allow for at least 30cm / 1-foot of 

extra stretch of shock cord for finial tensioning. You can test this by grasping a knot above 

the spreader place and simply pulling up. Make sure you can still pull up. This is JUST IN CASE 

we need to make an element smaller during any tuning you may wish to make.  

 

80m 

The 80m element uses the connection point nearest the hose clamp and opposite the SO239. 

Screw the 80m element fork-connector in place with the wingnut on the driven plate. Take your 

element to the first guy-plate, making one turn around the pole on the way up before pushing the 

element through the centre hole on the first guy plate. 

NOTE: Like a halyard on a yacht mast that makes a “ting, ting, ting” noise when at anchor, 

this mild turn around the pole eliminates element rattle. 

Repeat this mild twist up the pole to the next spreader plate – and again to the 3rd spreader plate. 

Once you reach the 3rd spreader plate, do not go through the small hole near the centre, instead 

move out to one of the holes on the outside rim of the plate, actually opposite 40m. 

Stop at 7.78m from the driven plate and mark the pole with a single wrap of Temflex tape in 

preparation of making the loading coil. 

BEFORE we make this coil, we need to support this element with some shock cord. The author is 

pedantic about making things not only work well – but look attractive too, whilst at the same time 

creating less waste.  

With this in mind, use some shock cord to prepare a length with a single stopper knot at one end, 

then make another stopper knot around 15cm (8-inches) away (which we will use to support the 

other end of the slack that comes off the top of the coil) 

NOTE: The reason for these two knots is because of the coil and the element needs to be kept stable 

so a) we need to tension the element as it comes up the pole and b) to tension the element as it 

continues up to the top of the pole. 

Back to our 80m element, make a small 6cm (2 ¼ inch) loop here and secure temporarily with 

Temflex tape. See picture (next page). 

Tip: Good idea here to release the shock cord from the 40m, 12m and 10m element to give 

you some working area to create your coil. 
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Slip the first stopper knot inside this loop you just made and stretch the shock cord back up to a hole 

in the hexagonal spreader above and tension. The 80m element is now tensioned. 

Keep this shock cord in place temporarily and create some extra slack in the element of around 

50mm / 2-inches immediately before the coil we are about to make. 

Now can start to wind the coil (remember to keep some slack between the element and the first 

turn of the coil). 

NOTE: Now RELEASE the stopper knot else the shock cord will interfere with the coil making! 

Wind up the remaining end of the 80m element into a manageable hank of wire and carefully wind 

the coil around the tube here according to the chart below. Suggest you secure the first turn with a 

couple of wraps of Temflex. 

NOTE: It is extremely handy to have a partner to assist here as you wind the coil, they can 

pass the hank of extra wire round-and-round the pole. You do not need a skilled operator to 

assist, just someone prepared to go round-and-around the pole whilst you concentrate on 

making a neat winding. It is also quite possible to do this as a single operator. 

COIL CHART for BEST tune on 75m/80m 

• 3.65 MHz  111 turns 

• 3.75 MHz  99 turns 

• 3.85 MHz  86 turns 

• 3.95 MHz 73 turns 

 

 

Top of coil showing Slack Bottom of coil showing Slack 
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Using the coil chart above - and aiming for best tune of let’s say 3.75MHz, we would create 99 turns 

on our coil then secure with some more Temflex to keep the coil from coming undone. 

Now we can re-fit the shock cord back to the lower loop by pushing the knot through the element 

loop at the base of the coil. 

Create some slack in your wire, just above the coil now - and place it just BELOW the 2nd knot in the 

shock cord (this is the knot we created that was 15cm / 8-inches away from the first support knot).  

We can secure this loop with some Temflex again. 

We will replace all the Temflex loops in the future 

with heat shrink. 

Now continue up the pole towards the final small 

hexagonal plate. Make another tensioning loop here, 

by forming a Z shape in your element and creating a 

loop. Make up around 30cm / 12-inches of shock 

cord and tension this last spreader plate to your 80m 

element. 

This very top tensioning is really only for aesthetic 

purposes. 

Staying opposite the 40m element, continue to the 

very top of the pole, through the loop and come back 

down again. It doesn’t matter right now where this comes 

back down the pole. We will use this fold-back later for fine 

tuning. Cut the spare foldback to within 30cm / 1-foot of the 5th spreader. 

Tape the element to the pole to make tidy. 

TIP: It is easier to fit the shock cord before you pass the element through the hole (pull the 

shock cord away to create a gap for the element). 

 

TESTING 

Now you can erect your pole, as you did previously on your test. 

Fit your coax and test on analyser or directly to your radio. 

NOTE: Analysers are great pieces of kit and many of us have complex test equipment that 

show us many aspects of our antennas.  

By all means do a sweep of your antenna at this point BUT also check on your ham radio. I 

have personal experience of having a different tune when I measure in the field -vs- in the 

shack.  

Remember, it’s not your test equipment that does the transmit, it’s your radio. So your final 

check should always be the SWR meter built into your radio. 

 

  

80m tension (right) to very top spreader 
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TUNING  

Some people get confused if they should shorten or lengthen their antenna. In simple terms, if your 

antenna has best tune too LOW, then it’s generally too LONG. If it tunes too high, it’s too short. 

TIP: If you remember that LONG and LOW both start with letter L, you will not forget       

To assist us with tuning, I created a very simple SWR cut chart calculator found here: 

SWR Calculator 

https://www.m0mcx.co.uk/quick-swr-calculator-for-vertical-and-dipole-ham-radio-antennas/ 

 

 

 

Rather than use the calculator, for ¼ wave elements, this guide will assist: 

• To change 40m band by 100kHz, cut or lengthen by  13cm / 5-inches 

• To change 20m band by 100kHz, cut or lengthen by  3.5cm / 1 & 3/8 inches 

• To change 17m band by 100kHz, cut or lengthen by  2cm / ¾ inch 

• To change 15m band by 100kHz, cut or lengthen by  1.5cm / ½ inch 

In other words, if you need to lift up 40m band by 50kHz, cut off 6.5cm / 2.5 inches. 

Tip: Undo the Temflex tape that created the loop for your shock cord, make your adjustment, 

then re-create your loop again.  

The other elements including 80m, 12m and 10m need to be treated slightly differently: 

 

80m tuning 

Removing 4 turns of the coil will move the best tune UP 30kHz (say from 3.80MHz to 3.83MHz). 

Removing approximately 1 metre / 3-feet of wire on the foldback changes the tune by 77kHz. 

Therefore, to move the BEST tune from say 3.8MHz to just over 3.9MHz you will remove 4 turns and 

1m of wire off the foldback. Feel free to mix-and-match the coil turns and the foldback length to 

achieve desired result.  

30m Tuning 

You will notice VERY small changes to the 30m band when you tune 80m. In testing, it was extremely 

minor and did not affect the 1.5:1 SWR curve (this is already substantial on 30m anyway).  

https://www.m0mcx.co.uk/quick-swr-calculator-for-vertical-and-dipole-ham-radio-antennas/
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For completeness in this manual, the placement of the coil determines the harmonic to run 10.1MHz 

on the 80m element. There should be no reason to change anything. However, if absolutely 

required, lowering the coil on the pole, raises the frequency and visa-versa. If you really need to do 

this (unlikely) you should not need to move this coil more than about 25mm / 1-inch.  

 

12m and 10m tuning 

Both of these elements can be tuned by changing the amount of foldback. However, we need to use 

a factor of around 3 (when compared to a ¼ wave element) because foldbacks only change the tune 

by around a third of desired amount. 

• To change 12m band by 100kHz, cut or lengthen foldback  3.6cm / 1.3 inches  

• To change 10m band by 100kHz, cut or lengthen foldback  2.5cm / 1-inch 

NOTE: Not wishing to confuse you but alternatively, you can just slip the foldback a small 

amount (12mm / ½ inch at a time) rather the cut / extend the 12m and 10m elements. Less 

foldback will lower the frequency and more foldback (less element length) will raise the 

frequency. 

NOTE(2): The lengths of the 12m and 10m elements look on the surface to be pretty odd. This 

is because there are harmonics buried in the system lower down the frequency spectrum 

which “poke” though, interfering with the tunes of 12m and 10m. These element lengths give 

us a great match to 50 ohms whilst maintaining a superb far-field pattern and good DX 

potential. 

 

7m loaded element on 10m band far-field plot 

 

CLAMP CHECK 

After at least 24-hours, the tubing and cable-tie that you fitted 

earlier, will have bedded in.  

Feel free to give a quarter-turn on the thread of the hose-clamps and 

also give one last strong pull-back on the cable tie (with pliers) before 

cutting the end off.  

Keep the spare cable-tie safe in case something happens to the click 

mechanism on your current one. 
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RESULT 

The end result, in your shack, using your rig’s SWR meter should look something like this, giving you 

a very broad SWR curve apart from 80m where you might need to use a tuner depending on your 

requirements (CW, digital or voice). 

 

 

Feel free to check how well your system is working by leaving it running for say 24 hours on WSPR 

and scheduling every band considering daytime, greylines and night-time on say 1W. 

I leave mine running during the daytime on the upper bands and night-time on low bands (30m and 

below. 

Here is a 24-hour plot from end-April 2022 
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TIPS 

Once completely satisfied with your tuning, neatly slice away all your Temflex tape on all your 

element loops with a sharp blade and replace with supplied heat shrink. This includes the loop 

before and after the coil you made earlier. 

Also, you can now re-tension each shock cord length by slightly over-tightening each length and tie a 

new stopper knot (see picture below). No need to tension to absolute maximum, just enough. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tidy 80m 

You may also like to use some spare shock cord to connect the very end of your 80m element, back 

down the last 2-sections of pole to the top spreader, using one of the spare holes next to the 40m 

element shock cord connection (picture below right). 

You can maintain tension on the 80m element on the way “up” by tensioning the element past the 

last two sections, bending the pole similar to a bow (and arrow) and taping the very end tightly and 

neatly as picture (lower left). Don’t over-tension this, just and no-more is fine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In any case, you can use tape to neatly hold the UP and RETURN of 80m opposite each other (see 

example picture below). 
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Frayed shock cord ends 

You can solve the untidy look of the woven material coming loose on your shock cord ends with a 

quick blast of a blow-torch or lighter / match – or leaving these slightly longer and use heat shrink. 

Storm Protection  

The best storm protection is to lay your antenna down - however if you have regular high-winds, it is 

recommended you invest in guy wires at the 2nd AND 4th guy plates. Perhaps even 2, 3 and 4? In the 

event you have an accident, we do a pole-only replacement at cost. Get in touch with us to discuss.  

Guy Tension 

Do not over-tension any of your guy wires particularly top ones if using multiple guys. The tighter 

your guy wires are, the greater the downward pull will be on your antenna, potentially causing a 

number of undesirable results.  

The mid-point of your antenna guying system should be able to move very slightly (4-5cm / 2-inches 

sideways) just with a gentle heave. 

When the wind blows hard, you may see one of the guy wires looking a tiny bit loose. This is normal.  

3M Temflex Tips 

I found that 3M Temflex lasts (under tension) around 3-4 weeks, when used for the 6cm / 2 ¼ inch 

foldbacks. This depends on the heat of the sun and also how tight you have tensioned the shock cord 

above it. For partial building it’s absolutely fine but budget time in the future to eventually replace 

with the heat shrink tubing. 

Dismantling 

In the event that you wish to take your 12.4m Signature down and relocate (or use for a field day for 

instance), it will be quite obvious that you need to remove the elements and unwind the coil. The 

holes on the plastic spreaders are intentionally small and now that the elements have heat shrink 

applied they may be a tight squeeze to pull back through the holes. In testing they do come back 

through the holes though. Leave the shock cord and stopper knots in place attached to the spreader 

plates though. There is no use in removing them. 

You will have to remove all the Temflex tape after removing all clamps – however these can be re-

applied in the field (if required but handy for keeping out water between the joins). 

The 80m element should only cause you an issue in the event you applied heat shrink to the VERY 

END of the element to keep it tidy with shock cord to the last spreader plate. With the heat shrink in 

place, it will not pull back through the top loop. In which case, carefully slice the heat shrink down 

the middle between the element and small fold-back and it will peel away. 

You may need two-people to “break the seal” between each section with one person twisting one 

way – and another person pushing and twisting in the opposite direction. 

FINALLY(!) You need to think about how the 80m element comes back through all the holes in the 

spreader plates because if you just start pulling from the bottom, they will definitely get stuck where 

you made (for instance) the loop for the coil supports. You will need to thread the very end of the 

80m back down first. Frankly, if you are that keen on taking this to a Field-Day, I am sure you will 

work it out because the procedure might take a whole new user-guide - so good luck! 73, Callum       

- end – 


